Writing Guidelines
assemblyHUB seeks to provide top quality content from men and women of all ages, backgrounds and
experiences. All contributors must be in fellowship at what is commonly known as a brethren assembly. Please
mention the assembly you are in fellowship at when submitting your first article.

Submission
While we do not place a word limit on articles, as some topics require more explanation than others, the goal is
to keep the articles concise and to the point. A good target to aim for is 500600 words per post. If a topic
requires a lot of explanation, the article can be broken down into a number of posts to cover the subject.
Please submit your articles to assemblyhub@gmail.com in the following formats: MS Word, Rich Text Format
(RTF) or PDF.
If an article has been published previously we need written consent on behalf of the original publisher to repost
the article on assemblyHUB. Any original article submitted to assemblyHUB must not be published elsewhere
without the consent of assemblyHUB in writing. The author may make copies for their own personal use.
assemblyHUB prefers using NKJV, ESV, NIV and NLT translations however we are open to other translations
if there is a personal preference.
Please note that formatting might not be posted the same as you send it. It’s up to the discretion of the editors
how the article is displayed on the website. The editors also have liberty to change the grammar or sentence
structure of the article for the best understanding of the reader. If any article is changed significantly it will be
sent back to the author for approval. No article will be changed in relation to doctrine, concept or teaching.

Author Bio
Please provide your city, state, assembly in fellowship at, an image and short description of yourself which will
be placed at the bottom of your post.
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differing views may be posted to give a balanced view of a specific subject.
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